Abstract. Let p be an odd prime and let ( -) be the Legendre symbol. It is shown how to evaluate the character sum S^ii^), for certain quartic polynomials/(x). For example, it is shown that Py I x4 -»x3 + 12s2 -16* + 4 \
Let p be an odd prime and let ( -') be the Legendre symbol. It was shown in [28] (by completely elementary means) that, if F is a complex-valued function defined on the integers, which is periodic with period p, then The prime ( ') in (1) indicates that the summation excludes terms for which Ax2 + Bx + C = 0 (mod/)). Note that at least one of a, A is nonzero (mod/?); that if A = B = 0 (mod/?) then C ^ 0 (modp); that if aB -bA = 0 (mod/?) then aC -cA ^ O (modp); and that ax2 + bx + c and Ax2 + Bx + C do not have a common root (mod p).
It is the purpose of this note to show how (1) can be used to evaluate the character sum 2£~ô(-^), for certain quartic polynomials/(x). First we take E(x) = (f ) in (1) . As 2^(f ) -0, we obtain v' / (a*2 + bx + c)(Ax2 + Bx + C)
If we choose a, b, c, A, B, C so that y2 = x3 + Ax2/D + dx/D is an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplication, then '"' / x(Dx2 + Ax + d)
*-o\ Pc an be evaluated explicitly using Deuring's theorem [9] . The sum p~x I (ax2 + bx + c)(Ax2 + Bx + C) ¿o\ P can then be evaluated using (2 [24] , Whiteman [25] , [26] . Some of these authors use only elementary methods (for example [1] , [13] ), others do not (for example [8] , [19] ). If p = 1 (mod 4) we define an integer xx uniquely by p = x2 + y\, x, = -1 (mod 4).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (y)*,-(y), dp si (mod 4), Example 3. The elliptic curve E3 given by y2 = x3 -3/bc2 + 3A:2x has complex multiplication by |(-1 + V-3 ), End(£3) = Z + zl ~1+2^A=I ) [10] . 
One can use (7) in conjunction with (3), (4), (5) (by (7)) ' (by (5)). 
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